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ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S 
STATEMENT

So far, every year of Circa’s young life I write a note that says, roughly, what a huge year, bigger, 
better, more amazing and all thanks to you – our wonderful supporters, stakeholders, staff, artists 
and audiences.

And every year it’s true. 2013 was bigger than ever before – a company of 22 acrobats, more 
classes, over 400 performances across 13 countries. It was also better –we created two works of 
serious, lasting value in Opus and Beyond, performed Immunity as a chapter of Tim Winton’s The 
Turning in our first feature length film and restaged, restudied and continued our relentless, restless 
drive to improve everything, all the time. It was also amazing. From opening Grec Festival in front 
of 2200 people on a sultry Barcelona night to the frozen ground of Canada in February, from 
vaulted cathedrals through decedent spiegeltents to the astounding Roman Ampitheatre of Les 
Nuits de Fourviere in Lyon and then back home to the Brisbane Festival, the year  was full of those 
enchanting moments of true magic.

And not a single one of these experiences would have been possible without the generous support 
of our funding partners Arts Queensland and the Australia Council for the Arts, without the trust of 
our presenters, agents and promoters, without the dedication and tenacious calm under fire of our 
intrepid staff and board, without the talent and openness of our collaborators or without the faith 
and adventurousness of each of our audience members and participants.

As the world gets more complex and the financial conditions in our key markets worsen, it’s never 
been more important to acknowledge our fragility and our potential. At 10 years old, Circa is now a 
mature young company, producing outstanding value for all our stakeholders and somehow we are 
also, still, a crazy dream of a circus that is serious, beautiful and moving. Together we are all looking 
forward to the next decade of growing, improving and astounding.

Yaron Lifschitz 
Artistic Director/ CEO
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIR

In this annual report, you’ll find the usual statistics about performances delivered, income 
generated (and expended!), communities visited and workshops conducted.

You’ll find the numbers telling you that once again, Circa has grown beyond expectations, 
performing more than 400 times across five continents and touching the lives of more than 
130,000 people around the world. 

Our training centre won a DFAT grant that sent us to Vietnam to teach workshops there, and we 
performed on the African continent for the first time, with an engagement in the Seychelles (nice 
work if you can get it!).

What you might not find amongst the statistics and lists, though, is the joy - the soaring, sparkling, 
thrilling bloody wonder that is Circa. The magic that has audiences from Adelaide to Zagreb falling 
in love with life again: 

  “As I’m writing this my body still tingles from the amazing energy of the show. You   
  inspired me immensely! And this enormous beautiful energy moved and started    
 rolling some things in my life that I have been putting off for too long, so my life is    
 obviously changing for the better these past few days! So I wanted to let you know,   
 what you do is not just entertaining or interesting, it’s creating this ripple effect that   
  changes people’s lives and, with it, the world! I fell in love with all of you that night  
 in Zagreb.”

I’d always believed Circa was indisputably best experienced as a live performance – until I saw the 
exquisite celluloid collaboration of The Turning. In this year of breaking records and breaking hearts, 
it was wonderful to also break the mould and move Circa into another art form.

As always, my thanks go to Artistic Director Yaron Lifschitz and his superb team of alchemists both 
on and off the stage, to my colleagues on the board, and to our funding partners who continue to 
value and support our art.

And of course, my thanks go to you. Circa thrives because you care about it. 

Karyn Brinkley 
Chair
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First the fun stuff… Circa was acknowledged by our peers and the sector more broadly as we 
collected five major awards in 2013. The Drover Award for ‘Tour of the Year’, the Herald Angel 
Award for Wunderkammer, one Helpmann award for ‘Best Regional Touring Production’, a second 
Helpmann for ‘Best Visual or Physical Theatre Production’ for S and a ‘Significant Contribution 
Award’ for Wunderkammer  as part of the Total Theatre Awards. 

When the opportunity arose to deliver the Queensland performing arts touring service, arTour, we 
threw our hat in the ring and were delighted to be awarded the contract and the opportunity to 
grow performing arts touring and audience experiences in our home State.

We articulated our strategic direction for the future in our Business Plan for the next three years, 
clearly stating our commitment to Humanity, Quality and Audacity. In a year when State funding 
was reduced across the sector, Circa were able to receive an increase in operational support of 
$203,080 across the 2014 - 2016 triennium; a welcome investment which is greatly appreciated. 

Successful partnerships were the key to many of Circa’s 2013 achievements. A beautiful 
collaboration between Circa and Lyon string quartet, Quatuor Debussy in Opus, one of two 2013 
new world premieres, saw five star reviews and the start of a world tour which will continue well 
into 2016.  Opus was commissioned by seven European presenters and three Australian Festivals, 
Perth, Melbourne and Brisbane Festivals; the Australian presenters were further supported through 
the Australia Council’s Major Festivals Initiative. 

Circa’s second 2013 world premiere was Beyond, presented by Chamäleon Theatre, Berlin and was 
only made possible through a relationship built on trust and risk taking. The extended season of 
Beyond in Berlin, also provided the opportunity for Circa to grow our ensemble of full time acrobats 
from 14 to 22. 

Circa enjoyed stellar Australian performances, including seasons at Canberra during the Centenary 
of Canberra celebrations, a return to Melbourne’s Malthouse Theatre and the Gold Coast Arts Centre.

Also at home, the Training Centre went from strength to strength.  Our young performance troupe 
Circa Zoo created Brink and UP down UP, which were premiered at the Judith Wright Centre in 
December to critical acclaim. Community workshops were delivered from Hamilton to Hanoi and 
three year olds to adults enjoyed our term classes.

Alongside the successes, Circa also travelled some bumpy roads in 2013. European presenting 
markets were still feeling the affects of the Global Financial Crisis and late year bookings were not 
as healthy as hoped.  Some unexpected insurance costs and lower than anticipated grant funding 
knocked the bottom line around. However, Circa finished the year with strong reserves, firm 
bookings, new business opportunities and commissioning partnerships secured for 2104 and the 
learnings gained from these hard lessons have resulted in a stronger and more resilient Circa as we 
head into the future.

2013 delivered over 400 performances to 130,000 people, 700 workshops to 12,000+ people and 
employed 22 acrobats in a full time capacity throughout the year.  All of this is only possible through 
a massive contribution by the fantastic team in the office, the production and technical staff on the 
road and a remarkable board, all of whom deserve a heartfelt thanks and acknowledgement.

Charlie Cush 
General Manager

Image by Andy Phillipson
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2013 IN NUMbERS

 2  world premieres

 1  chapter in Tim Winton’s film, The Turning

 47  national and regional tours presented

 14  performances in Brisbane

 343  productions performed internationally

 131,545  audience members

 5  major awards won

 13  countries toured to 

 705  workshops held at our training centre

 12,784  members of the general public participated in Circus training

 2  major funding bodies

 7  key supporters

 6  board members

 67  staff members

 $3.7  million turnover 
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2013 PROGRAM 
Artistic Director Yaron Lifschitz

Opus

Beyond

Immunity 

S

How Like An Angel

Wunderkammer

Circa

61 Circus Acts In 60 Minutes



OPUS
New Work
World Premiere Lyon France, 2013

In the dark times
Will there also be singing?
Yes, there will also be singing
About the dark times.
(Bertolt Brecht)

Opus is a work of stunning power, virtuosity and poetry. Fourteen acrobats and a string quartet 
celebrate the music of Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich.  Shostakovich’s quartets are by 
turns intimate, passionate, lyrical and deeply moving personal testimonies by one of the 20th 
Century’s greatest composers.  In Opus, three of his quartets form the musical and dramatic 
spine of a red-hot fusion of extreme acrobatics, lyrical movement and group choreography.  

Opus begins from a solo performer suspended on a rope serenaded by musicians, then moves 
through rapidly alternating scenes of dislocated stillness and violent explosions into geometries 
of acrobats intersected by extreme physicality to arrive at exquisitely detailed and nuanced 
choreographies of acrobats flying, balancing and landing.  Opus explores the complex relationships 
between the individual and the group, between the march of history and the dictates of the heart 
and between the tragic and the comic.  This is groundbreaking work of intense power.  A melding of 
music and bodies at the highest level.

Toured to

Odean Theatre, Lyon, France
Printemps des Comediens, Montpellier, France
Festival Les Estival, Perpignan, France
Grec Festival, Barcelona, Spain
Brisbane Festival, Brisbane, Australia
Festival Cadence, Arcachon, France
Alstadtherbst, Dusseldorf, Germany
ESpace Jean Legendre, Compiegne, France
La coursive, Scene nationale, de La Rochelle, France
Festival Automne, d’Elbouf, France

“A revolution in the spectacle of circus”
LES ECHOS, FRANCE 

“We are clearly in the presence of greatness.”
LYON MAg, FRANCE

“It is breathtaking, it is beautiful, it is epic .. 
An astounding experience.”

THE AUSTRALIAN
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bEyOND
New Work
World Premiere Norwich UK, 2013

There is a line between human and animal, between madness and sanity, between logic and dream 
…  we invite you to step over this line … and go Beyond.

Beyond is warm, surreal and unexpectedly moving.  Blending dynamic circus acts like trapeze and 
Chinese Pole with multiple rabbit heads, rubik cubes and blindfolds, set to a bewitching mix of 
show tunes, ballads and electronica, this creation delights and enchants.  

Beyond is set on multiple stages within stages – small red-curtained worlds that offer a glimpse 
of this rich and empathetic world.  Maybe we are in a cabaret, a zoo, an asylum or a stage.  Seven 
artists have gathered here to express their inner selves and to connect with each other and the 
audience.

Over the course of Beyond we meet the artists, marvel at their skills, enter their personalities and 
emerge into a strangely beautiful and curiously tender world.

Toured to

Norfolk & Norwich Festival, England 
Wonderground Festival, England
Chamäleon Theatre, Berlin, Germany

“A masterpiece that sparkles like the finest 
champagne.”

BERLIN MORgENPOST 

“Audiences have come to expect the  
earth from Circa … Beyond gives them the 

moon as well” 
THE STAgE, UK

“… Breathtaking”
THE gUARDIAN, UK
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IMMUNITy
New Work
World Premiere Melbourne, 2013

In 2013, we created our first film Immunity as part of the full length feature film, The Turning. The 
film premiered at the Melbourne International Film Festival in August 2013.
 
The Turning is the film-adaption of Tim Winton’s acclaimed novel and combines the chapters of 
seventeen talented Australian directors from diverse artistic disciplines to create a unique cinema 
experience.  
 
The linking and overlapping of the stories explore the extraordinary turning points in ordinary 
people’s lives. Circa Artistic Director, Yaron Lifschitz created the chapter Immunity for the film with 
some of Circa’s artists. 
 
“We’ve taken what we do with circus, which is to take bodies and stress and stretch them so they 
become emotionally resonant and powerful. For me this piece is a study about regret and nostalgia, 
those moments when you are connected across time to other parts of your life. It asks, ‘Who am I, 
and how do I construct the meaning of my life over time?”
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S

In Repertoire
Premiered Brisbane, 2012

S is sinuous, seductive, sophisticated, sensual and savage.

Inspired by the shape, grammatical functions and sound of the 19th letter of the alphabet, S will fill 
the stage with the raw immediacy of performers at their physical and emotional limits.  
 
A powerfully emotive work, S celebrates Circa’s essential manyness – a physical ode to plurality that 
extends the possibilities of human strength and flexibility through the daring interplay of complex 
acrobatics. The ensemble fill the stage with a beautiful mélange of bodies performed to intoxicating 
music from Kimmo Pohjonen, Samuli Kosminen & the Kronos Quartet.  

Toured to

Trafo, Budapest, Hungary
Montreal Complement Cirque, Montreal, Canada

Winner - Helpmann Award 2013
Best Visual or Physical Theatre

“This acrobatic ballet of great beauty 
celebrates the human body in all its glory.”

CANOE, MONTREAL

“akin to theatre fit for the gods.”
AUSTRALIAN STAgE  

“… extraordinary beauty”
CANOE, MONTREAL
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HOw LIkE AN 
ANGEL

In Repertoire 
Premiered Perth, 2012

Join performers and singers on a journey of discovery around these sacred spaces. Intensely 
beautiful music and feats of astonishing acrobatics draw you deep into a world of physical daring 
and soaring sound, against a backdrop of stunning architecture.

Australian company Circa are at the forefront of reinventing circus, combining traditional and 
re-imagined circus skills with sound, light and projection. Circa Artistic Director Yaron Lifschitz 
collaborates for the first time with Robert Hollingworth, Director of UK-based vocal ensemble I 
Fagiolini, who have travelled worldwide with their performances of Renaissance and contemporary 
music.

Toured to

All Saints Church Brighton, England
Norwich Cathedral, England
Salisbury Cathedral, England
St Bartholomew The Great Cathedral, England

“awe-inspiring… fluid and passionately 
executed”

METRO, THE UK

“… the magic comes when music and  
bodies align.”

THE TIMES, UK 

“… jaw dropping athleticism.”
SEEN AND HEARD, UK
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wUNDERkAMMER

In Repertoire
Premiered 2010

In this exquisite cabaret of the senses, a diva melts into a rope, balloons and bubble wrap discover 
their artistic souls while bodies twist and fly.  Seven performers of unbelievable ability bend the 
very fabric of reality.

Sexy, funny and explosive, Circa returns with a breathless cocktail of new circus, cabaret and 
vaudeville.  Wunderkammer.  Control and abandon, skill and humour, lyricism and anarchy all meld 
into a sinuous fugue of profound beauty.

Winner – Herald Angel Award 2013
Winner – Total Theatre Award 2013

Toured to

Sherbooke University, France
L’Assomption, France
Quebec City, Canada
Lelystad, Netherlands
Capelle aan den Iissel, 
Netherlands
Gouda, Netherlands
Den Haag, Netherlands
Aalst, Belgium
Tilburg, Belgium

Turnhout, Belgium
Arnhem, Belgium
Zwolle, Netherlands
Brugge, Belgium
Adelaide, Australia
Zaandam, Netherlands
Somerville, United States
New York, United States
Canberra, Australia
Madrid, Spain

La Roche-sur-Yon, France
Edinburgh, Scotland
Gold Coast, Australia
Melbourne, Australia
Dublin, Ireland
Montbeliard, France
Villejuif, France
Bayonne, France
Arlon, France
Onet, France

“Caresses us with its extravagance, grandeur 
and rigour.”

BERLIN MORgENPOST

:… a company that slips casually between 
astonishing feats, jokey stunts and sudden 

sparks of beauty.”
THE NEW YORKER, USA

“… they don’t just take your breath away, 
they made sudden tears catch at the back of 

our throat”
HERALD SCOTLAND, EDINBURgH 
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CIRCA

In Repertoire  
Premiered 2009

With CIRCA you can expect to see amazing circus skills in new and startling configurations, bold 
and innovative use of video and lights, a moving soundtrack and a muscular and precise movement 
sensibility.  Over 75 intense minutes, the performers move from highly connected acrobatic and 
tumbling sequences, through fast-paced intricate scenes through to the hauntingly beautiful 
closing scene.

Toured to

Lewisburg, United States
Fayetteville, United States
Nashville, United States
Olympia, United States
Portland, United States
Austin, United States
Sibui, Romania
Aix-en-Provence, France

Winner – Helpmann Award 2013
Best Regional Touring Production

Winner – Helpmann Award 2012
Best Visual or Physical Theatre

“astonishing physical mastery” 
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

“… in its sheer force of daring and corporal 
ingenuity … it might become one of the 

Wonders of the World.”

THE ARTS DESK, UK

“… knee trembling sexy, beautiful  
and moving.”

THE gUARDIAN, UK
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61 CIRCUS ACTS IN 
60 MINUTES 
46 IN 45, 31 IN 30 & 21 IN 20

In Repertoire
Premiered 2006

Watch as intrepid acrobats battle the clock.  Marvel at the astounding ways they bend, fly, juggle 
and balance.  Be dazzled by their skills.

61 Circus Acts in 60 Minutes is fast, furious fun for everyone as acrobats race against the clock.

Toured to

Launceston, Australia
Deloraine, Australia
Hobart, Australia
Huonville, Australia
Port Arthur, Australia
Queenstown, Australia
Campbell Town, Australia
St Helens, Australia
Devonport, Australia
Burnie, Australia
Fayettville, United States
Malibu, United States
St Louis, United States
Houston, United States
Philadelphia, United States

“This is great family entertainment, delivered 
at a fast and furious pace.”

THE MANLY DAILY, AUSTRALIA

“brilliant” 
NBC, NEW YORK

“… an hour of hilarity, incredible stunts and 
five people entertaining everyone from 

toddlers to grandparents.”
OZ BABY BOOMERS, AUSTRALIA
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UPDOwNUP
PRESENTED by CIRCA ZOO

bRINk 
PRESENTED by CIRCA ZOO

New Work
World Premiere Brisbane, 2013 

UpDownUp explores the limitless nature of space, direction and motion. Come on a 
journey of discovery with this cast of talented young people where ideas of upward  
and downward are constantly challenged.

Image by Chris Venning

 
New Work
World Premiere Brisbane, 2013 

Brink is an exciting world premiere testing the dynamic discovery of what it is like to be 
on the edge. Brink explores ideas around balance, rebound, height, falls, relationships 
between people and the tension that is created and felt when on the brink.
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bRISbANE, REGIONAL, 
NATIONAL AND 

INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS

BrisBane Metro audiences PerforMances

Brisbane Convention Centre 270 2

JWCoCA 669 4

Brisbane Powerhouse 2,317 7

North Shore Hamilton 200 1

BRISBANE METRO TOTAL 3,456 14

regional and interstate audiences PerforMances

Adelaide 270 2

Melbourne 6,870 24

ACT 2,676 4

Tasmania 4,473 12

Queensland 1,200 5

REgIONAL AND INTERSTATE TOTAL 15,489 47

international audiences PerforMances

Canada 4,191 8

The Netherlands 2,751 8

Belgium 1,132 3

United States of America 15,016 27

Spain 12,114 22

England 14,376 42

France 15,114 36

Hungary 949 3

Romania 700 1

Germany 31,535 163

Scotland 11,556 24

Ireland 3,142 5

Seychelles 24 1

INTERNATIONAL TOTAL 112,600 343

touring 2013 total 131,545 404
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TRAINING CENTRE
The Circa Training Centre continues to provide opportunities for adults, young people and children 
to develop strong physical, developmental and social outcomes through circus. 2013 was a year of 
innovation and expansion, with development of the existing program, creation of new projects and 
the growth of existing partnerships. 

Our aim in 2013 was to expand the Training Centre beyond its already established Brisbane base 
and continue to provide unique training experiences to our existing participants. We extended our 
networks to reach communities in the Central West Qld and as far as Vietnam. We revised class 
structures and workshop plans to allow for ongoing growth within the Training Centre.

Practical professional development training assisted our trainers in expanding their skills, 
particularly in community and cultural engagement. 

Our resources focused on creating a highly successful performance program for our young 
performance troupe Circa Zoo, an end of year Tea and Circus Showcase at the Judith Wright Centre 
theatre for all Training Centre participants, and a revamp of our equipment and training resources. 
These have reinforced our values around the Training Centre’s high standard of production and 
performance delivery.

The classes continued their ongoing development responding to the needs of the Training Centre 
Program. A strong focus on regional and social circus programs occurred via engagements with 
Human Ventures to deliver workshops in the Central West, Arts Qld via their Flood Recovery 
program and gained valuable relationships with schools and organisations, including Creative 
Regions in the Lower Gladstone and Bundaberg areas. Our Social Circus program was further 
developed expanding to an international level by partnering with Department of Foreign Affairs 
(DFAT), Blue Dragon in Hanoi, and Maison Chance in Ho Chi Minh City holding a workshop program 
throughout Vietnam. 

Circa Zoo, our young performance troupe focused on skills training, creative development and 
performance outcomes. They had a creative development period for a new work, Brink and 
UpDownUp that was presented as part of the Zoo Showcase at the Judith Wright Centre. They also 
revised and recreated Wonderland for the Noosa Long Weekend Festival, and 2High Festival and 
performed UpDownUp at Containerval.

2013 proved to be a year of growth for the Circa Training Centre and these experiences provide a 
solid platform to continue this growth into 2014. We provided training to 12,784 new and existing 
participants and hope to continue expanding these numbers. The outcomes and experiences from 
2013 have allowed us to create models that inform our workshop and performance delivery, and will 
place the Training Centre in a considerable position to continue to deliver experiences that allow for 
growth, expression and enjoyment.

Alyssa Venning
Training Centre Director
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TRAINING CENTRE 
STATISTICS

Project
WorkshoP 
Places

attendance and 
WorkshoPs
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Term 1 (9 weeks) [19 courses] 1,926

Attendance: 7,173
Workshops:   612 

Term 2 (9 weeks) [17 courses] 1,719

Term 3 (9 weeks) [17 courses] 1,818

Term 4 (9 weeks) [15 courses] 1,710

sP
ec

ia
l e

ve
nt

s

Trial Classes Term 1 [5 courses] 87

Attendance: 4,705
Workshops:  86

Trial Classes Term 2 [5 courses] 45

Trial Classes Term 3 [5 courses] 70

Trial Classes Term 4 [5 courses] 70

Term 1 Holiday Workshop [5 courses] 34

Term 3 Holiday Workshops [8 courses] 48

Term 4 Holiday Workshops [9 courses] 23

Christmas Holiday Workshops [2 courses] 40

Shake Dance School [1 course] 25

McVeigh Corporate Development Day [1 course] 27

O’Week @ QUT [2 courses] 700

Human Ventures Project @ Blackall [4 workshops] 74

Human Ventures Project @ Winton [4 workshops] 66

Human Ventures Project @ Alpha [2 workshops] 67

Human Ventures Project @ Barcaldine Shockwave [1 course] 100

Community Recovery Workshops [3 courses] 500

Cultural Exchange, Vietnam [23 courses] 2300

Out of the Box Festival Workshop [1 course] 55

Tourism Queensland Workshop [1 course] 7

Hamilton Northshore Workshops [4 courses] 367

sc
ho

ol
s 

Pr
og

ra
M

 - 
on

e 
of

f 
& 

M
ul

ti
Pl

e Indooroopilly SHS Workshops [3 courses] 107

Attendance:  906
Workshops:    7

Ormeau SHS Dance School of Excellence [1 course] 22

Emmaus College Workshop [1 course] 37

Bracken Ridge Workshop [1 course] 500

Logan Workshop [1 course] 240

totals
attendances: 12,784
WorkshoPs: 705
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Circa acknowledges the assistance of the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its 
arts funding and advisory body and the Queensland Government through Arts Queensland.

Image by Andy Phillipson

SUPPORTERS
Circa sincerely thanks and acknowledges the following people and organisations for their 
commitment in 2013.

bOARD
Chair Karyn Brinkley

Deputy Chair Allan Welsh
Secretary Emma Hossack

Treasurer Ric Roach
Members Bill Andrew, Peter Rossi

Mr Philip Bacon
Chamäleon Theatre
QUBE Logistics
Brett Howe
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT)
Perth Festival
Melbourne Festival
Brisbane Festival
Les Nuits de Fourvière 

Département du Les Théâtres de la ville de 
Luxembourg
GREC Festival of Barcelona
Le Cirque-Théâtre d’Elbeuf
Dusseldorf Festival
The Barbican Centre
CACCV Espace Jean Legendre-Compiegne
Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF)
Austrade
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OUR TEAM

Artistic Director/CEO 
Yaron Lifschitz

general Manager
Charles Cush (commenced February)

Brett Howe (until February)

Strategic Initiatives Manager
Kate Fell 

Associate Director
Ben Knapton

Creative Associate
Libby McDonnell

Technical Director
Jason Organ

Producer
Danielle Kellie

Producer’s Assistant
Tanya Bopf

Kristen Trollope

Tour Manager/Director
Diane Stern

Production Managers
Michael Murray
Mark Middleton

Tim Evans (via JLX)
Richie Clarke (via JLX)

Training Centre Director
Alyssa Venning (commenced March)

Head Trainer
Allie Wilde (until March)

Training Centre Administrator
Michelle Bull (commenced April)

Executive Assistant / Office Manager
Linda Reed 

Marketing Coordinator / Receptionist
Elyssa Crooks 

Development Manager
Tim McCallum (until August)

Finance Manager
Evan Wright

Short Term Contract Employees
Patisi Hatcher

Kate Muntz
Lien Yeomans

Ensemble
Nathan Boyle 

Jessica Connell 
Daniel Crisp (until February)

Robbie Curtis
Jarred Dewey
Casey Douglas
Freyja Edney
Darcy Grant
Scott Grove

Rowan Heydon-White
Bridie Hooper

Todd Kilby 
Melissa Knowles (until November)

Emma McGovern
Rudi Mineur 
Alice Muntz 

Daniel O’Brien
Kathryn O’Keeffe

Paul O’Keeffe
Brittannie Portelli 
Kimberley Rossi

Skip Walker-Milne
Duncan West (from May)

Lewis West
guest Artists

Gerramy Marsden
Billie Wilson-Coffey

Trainers
Ela Bartilomo

Jamee Campbell
Abbey Church

Natano Fa’anana
Miku Ferguson

Ellen Grow
Tisi Hatcher

Morgan Jackson
Georgia Lejeune
Peter Maamary

Lachlan McAulay
Olivia Porter
Jesse Scott

Emma Serjeant
Alyssa Venning

Alexander Weckes-Huck
Allie Wilde

Billie Wilson-Coffey

Image by 
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CIRCA CONTEMPORARY CIRCUS LTD 
ABN: 73 154 390 575
JUDITH WRIGHT CENTRE OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS
LEVEL 3, 420 BRUNSWICK STREET, FORTITUDE VALLEY Q 4006
P. 07 3852 3110 F. 07 3852 3120
INFO@CIRCA.ORG.AU 
CIRCA.ORG.AU


